Funds for the Community!

How does it work?

IT STARTS WITH YOU

INDIVIDUALS | CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS | BUSINESSES

WITH A PASSION FOR YOUR COMMUNITY

ARTS | EDUCATION | ENVIRONMENT | ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT | HEALTH

GIFTS to CREATE & BUILD Funds for the Community!

Cash • Securities • Time
Bequest • Insurance
Talent • Real Assets
Retirement Fund

no gift is too small!

FOUNDATION for APPALACHIAN KY

UNRESTRICTED FUNDS | DONOR ADVISED FUNDS
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS | AGENCY FUNDS
DESIGNATED FUNDS | FIELD OF INTEREST FUNDS

DISTRIBUTIONS FROM THE FUNDS FULFILL YOUR CHARITABLE PASSIONS THROUGH

GRANTS TO CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS

• Meets with donors to determine which type of fund is right for their goals
• Assists donors with giving complex gifts
• Helps donors grow funds
• Offers expertise on community needs
• Preserves donors wishes in perpetuity
• Provides regular statements on fund activities
• ensures that all transactions are transparent and accountable

the FOUNDATION TEAM